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Tags
poultry, business
Summary
This dataset represents facilities which engage in slaughtering, processing, and/or warehousing
for the purpose of producing poultry and egg products. Facilities where poultry is raised or where
eggs are laid are not included in this dataset. *** NOTE See attached .html for full metadata
***
Description
This dataset represents facilities which engage in slaughtering, processing, and/or warehousing
for the purpose of producing poultry and egg products. Facilities where poultry is raised or where
eggs are laid are not included in this dataset, as they are included in a separate layer. The
source data used for this data layer does not include any facilities in American Samoa, the US
Virgin Islands, or Wyoming. Records with "-DOD" appended to the end of the [NAME] value are
located on a military base, as defined by the Defense Installation Spatial Data Infrastructure
(DISDI) military installations and military range boundaries. At the request of NGA, text fields in
this dataset have been set to all upper case to facilitate consistent database engine search
results. At the request of NGA, all diacritics (e.g., the German umlaut or the Spanish tilde) have
been replaced with their closest equivalent English character to facilitate use with database
systems that may not support diacritics. The currentness of this dataset is indicated by the
[CONTDATE] field. Based upon this field, the oldest record dates from 01/22/09 and the newest
record dates from 07/10/09. The following use cases describe how the data may be used and
help to define and clarify requirements.1) A threat against agricultural facilities has been
identified and protective measures must be taken to protect the food supply.2) A disaster has
occurred, or is in the process of occurring, and facilities in the vicinity must be identified in order
to comprehensively evacuate and secure the area.TGS was not tasked with ensuring the
completeness of this layer.
*** NOTE April 2017, MARIS extracted the MS portionof this data set for distribution ****
Credits
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Use limitations
There are no access and use limitations for this item.
Extent
West

-91.078807

North 34.802519

East

-88.478451

South 30.349530

Scale Range
Maximum (zoomed in)

1:5,000

Minimum (zoomed out) 1:150,000,000

You are currently using the Item Description metadata style. Change your metadata style in the
Options dialog box to see additional metadata content.

